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QUESTION
Research	workflows	in	human	brain	imaging	
(neuroimaging)	are	rapidly	changing	as	technology	
enables	more	efficient	data	management	and	
collaboration.	The	spread	of	open	science	has	also	
encouraged	researchers	to	make	their	data	and	
other	research	products	publicly	available.	
However,	despite	the	development	of	new	tools	
to	support	open	science,	it	is	unknown	how	widely	
such	tools	have	been	adopted	and	what	effect	
(if	any)	they	have	had	on	research	and	data	
sharing	practices.	

• The	proposed	project	will	use	structured	
interviews	to	document	the	research	data	
management	workflows	and	software	tools	
employed	in	research	labs	using	neuroimaging	
methods	to	study	human	cognition.

•	We	aim	to	relate	specific	workflow	practices	to	
outcomes	in	data	sharing,	data	citation,	and	other	
emerging	publication	practices	in	hopes	of	better	
understanding	the	relationship	between	research	
data	management	and	open	science.

OUTCOMES

SAMPLE
All	subjects	(N=30)	will	be	faculty	or	senior	researchers	conducting	
human	neuroimaging	research	at	‘R1-highest	research	output’	
institutions.	We	will	make	our	best	attempts	to	balance	our	sample	
according	to	several	criteria	including:	seniority	of	the	PI,	
involvement	of	the	PI	in	open	science	initiatives,	private	versus	
public	institutions,	and	the	level	of	institutional	support	for	RDM.	
The	study	will	be	approved	by	the	CMU	IRB.	

INTERVIEW	DATA
Qualitative	and	quantitative	data	will	be	recorded	and	transcribed	
from	30-minute	long	structured	interviews	conducted	in	person	or	
over	Skype.	Each	interview	will	follow	a	prescribed	script	although	
subjects	will	be	free	to	provide	additional	information.	

RESEARCHER	&	INSTITUTIONAL	DATA
Data	will	also	be	gathered	about	the	researcher,	their	funders,	and	
the	institution	where	they	work	to	look	for	relationships	between	
these	factors	and	adoption	of	open	science	practices	and	data	
sharing	outcomes.

• Researcher	Data:	Years	employed	as	faculty,	sources	of	funding,	
and	the	number	and	impact	of	their	peer-reviewed	publications.	
Data	sharing	(number	of	public	datasets	and	data	citation	count)	
will	be	collected	during	the	interview	and	also	collected	from	
Data	Citation	Index.	

• Funder	Data:	Mandates	for	data	management	plans	and	data	
sharing	will	be	assessed	by	mining	publically	available	data	on	
the	open	access	policies	of	funding	agencies	(Whitmire et	al.,	
2015).

• Institutional	Data:	Size	of	the	institution,	the	magnitude	and	
sources	of	external	research	funding,	and	institutional	support	
for	RDM	and	open	science,	including	if	there	are	any	
institutional	policies	on	data	sharing	or	open	access,	if	there	is	a	
data	librarian,	and	if	there	is	an	institutional	repository	available	
to	archive	datasets	(to	be	sourced	partly	from	Briney,	Goben,	
and	Zilinski (2015)).

The	results	of	our	study	will	provide	a	useful	test	
case	for	the	data	publishing	community	and	will	
also	be	of	interest	to	the	neuroscience	community-
which	has	many	researchers	who	are	developing	
open	science	tools	and	data	repositories,	but	few	
who	are	assessing	the	uptake	of	these	tools	into	
practice	or	studying	their	impact.

• What open science tools are being used? 
• At what stage of research are new tools being 
employed?
•Who has adopted these new tools and at what 
institutions? Does RDM support at an institution 
or funding source influence the adoption of open 
science practices?
• What effect have these tools had on research 
data efficiency, data management planning, and 
data sharing and citation? 
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Maturity Model

•	Quantitative	questions	are	designed	to	elicit	ratings	
about	the	maturity	of	RDM	practices	in	the	field	and	the	
researcher’s	lab	group.	
•	Open-ended	questions	are	designed	to	more	fully	
characterize	researcher	practices	and	opinions
•	Highly	domain	and	methodology-specific.	Uses	the	
language	researchers	would	use	themselves.	

Structured Interview

Sample Interview Questions – Data Analysis

METHODS REFERENCES

•	On	a	scale	of	1-5,	how	would	you	rate	the	maturity	of	your	lab’s	data	management	practices	
during	the	data	analysis	phase	of	a	project.
Ad-Hoc						1					2						3						4					5						Mature

•	On	a	scale	of	1-5,	how	would	you	rate	the	maturity	of	the	field’s	data	management	practices	
during	the	data	analysis	phase	of	a	project.	
Ad-Hoc						1					2						3						4					5						Mature

•	[Open	Response	Question]	Could	you	briefly	describe	your	pre-processing	and	analysis	pipeline?	

Data	Stage Outputs Typical	Size Formats Scripts	 Notes
Primary	Data

(Pre)Processed
Analyzed
Finalized

Ancillary/Additional	Data

Behavioral	Data

Questionnaires

Other

• Does	everyone	in	your	lab	use	a	similar	pipeline	(with	adjustments	made	for	the	specific	
aims/hypotheses	of	their	particular	project).	_____
(1)	Yes,	(2)	No	[Please	describe]	_____.	(3)	I’m	not	sure.

•	What	neuroimaging	data	analysis	software	do	you	use?	[Click	all	that	apply	+	Please	indicate	
version]
(1)	SPM,	(2)	FSL,	(3)	Freesurfer,	(4)	Brain	Voyager,	(5)	AFNI,	(6)	Other	_____

•	 Does	everyone	in	the	lab	use	the	same	neuroimaging	data	analysis	software? 
(1) Yes,	(2)	No	[Please describe]	_____,	(3)	I’m not	sure. 

•		Aside from neuroimaging data	analysis software,	what additional tools do	you use	during the	
analysis stage?	[Click	all	that apply +	Please indicate version]  
(1) Matlab,	(2) SPSS,	(3) SAS/JMP,	(4) Stata,	(5) Mathematica,	(6) R.,	(7)	JASP,	(8) Excel,	()

NumPy/SciPy/myplotlib,	(1) Other	_____  

•	Does	everyone	in	the	lab	use	the	same	data	analysis	tools?	
(1)	Yes,	(2)	No	[Please	describe]	_____,	(3)	I’m	not	sure.

• How	much	of	your	analysis	pipeline	is	automated?	_____

• How	are	your	analyses	documented?	_____
(1)	Lab	notebook	(including	electronic	lab	notebooks),	(2)	A	version	control	system,							
(3)	ReadMe	files,	(4)	My	analyses	are	not	documented	in	any	systematic	way,																		
(5)	Other	_____

•	Does	everyone	in	the	lab	use	the	same	system	for	documenting	analyses?
(1)	Yes	,	(2)	No	[Please	describe]	_____	(3)	I’m	not	sure.

• Does	your	documentation	system	allow	for	shared	access?
(1) Yes,	(2)	No,	(3)	I’m	not	sure,	(4)	Not	applicable

• Could	someone	recreate	your	pre-processing	and	analysis	steps	from	your	
documentation	(without	you	being	present)?
(1) Yes,	(2)	No,	(3)	I’m	not	sure.

• Do	your	current	data	management	practices	at	this	stage	match	your	ideal?	
(1) Yes,	[please	describe]____,	(2)	No,	(3)	I’m	not	sure.

•	What	limits	your	data	management	practices	at	this	stage?	 _____
[Possible	prompts:	Time,	Resources,	Everyone	has	different	methods]

On	a	scale	of	1	to	5,	how	would	you	rate	the	maturity	of	your	lab’s	practices	for	each	of	
the	following:

• Analyzed	data	is	consistently	saved	and	backed-up.
Ad-Hoc						1					2						3						4					5						Mature

• The	decisions,	parameters,	and	procedures	involved	in	my	analysis	pipeline	are	well	
documented.
Ad-Hoc						1					2						3						4					5						Mature

• Decisions,	parameters,	and	procedures	related	to	software,	scripts,	or	code	are	well	
documented.
Ad-Hoc						1					2						3						4					5						Mature	

• The	analysis	workflow	is	consistent	(with	adjustments).
Ad-Hoc						1					2						3						4					5						Mature	

• Data	that	goes	together	is	linked	in	an	anonymous,	secure,	and	coherent	fashion.
Ad-Hoc						1					2						3						4					5						Mature

In	this	section	I’ll	ask	you	questions	about	your	activities	and	practices	during	the	data	analysis	phase	of	a	project.	

Data	analysis	is	the	process	of	inspecting,	cleaning,	transforming,	and	modeling	data.	The	line	between	data	collection	and	analysis	can	be	blurry,	with	many	of	the	practices	
described	in	this	and	the	previous	section	occurring	simultaneously	(especially	with	first	level	analyses),	but	the	following questions	refer	specifically	to	practices	starting	with	
pre-processing.	References	to	the	maturity	of	data	management	practices	during	this	stage	refer	to	the	maturity	of	procedures	around	how	data	is	transformed	and	compared	
rather	than	the	sophistication	of	the	analyses	being	conducted.


